
Vehron vision is to migrate humans into a fully decentralized 
global ecosystem creating a community with equal access 
to financial resources with a universal crypto currency in 
which every human with a smartphone have a starter share 
of the total currency supply. Using a myriad of skilled per-
sons, Vehron is setup to serve every decentralized financial 
need making crypto currencies a mainstream utility token.need making crypto currencies a mainstream utility token.

GLOBAL DIGITAL FINANCE

There have emerged thousands of crypto currency since
the introduction of bitcion leaving consumers more confused
than ever, separated across different crypto communities, 
with less people having the access and means to own these 
crypto and share in the benefits of wealth with less than 5% 
of the global population using or owning cryptos after more 
than 12 years, well until Vehron.than 12 years, well until Vehron.

Vehron

Blockchain and crypto currency is a $2 trillion dollar
industry led by Bitcoin, Ethereum, Cardona, Binance,
Solana and a few with thousands of alt coins, all
operating at their own conners, with their own
communities with 3% of crypto consumers owning more
than 91% of the total global crypto supply in circulation.

Website: https://www.vehron.io
Email: contact@vehron.io
Telegram: https://t.me/vehronoffical
LinkedIn: http://bit.ly/3GPKbYW

Token Ticker   :   RIV
Token type      :   ERC-20
Blockchain      :   Polygon Network
Token Supply  :   2,000,000,000,000
Token Price     :   $0.85
Seed sale        :   $0.127
Private sale     :   $0.212Private sale     :   $0.212

Contract Address 
0x68d5887B22Fbf7745265A2876e50B80a167D 6EEc

Use Case: Payment, staking, voting

Liquidity/Reserve         15%
Crowd sale                    15%
Marketing                       6%
Seed sale                       2%
Private sale                    5%
Founders                       10%
Advisory    Advisory                         2%
Team                               3%
Global Basic Income     40%
Airdrop                           1%
IDO                                  1%

Using blockchain technology and crypto currency, we can use Vehron as a tool for a true decentralized economy; 
connecting everyone with the opportunity to make wealth and transform lives with the world’s first true mainstream 
digital currency. Satoshi Nakamoto set a stage creating a trustless decentralized system, now let’s together get everyone 
an opportunity to massively enjoy this freedom.


